The Material World

Quentin Cooper : Hello,if you've been with us for the last hour,as well as an impressive number of trailers,you'll have heard the fourth instalment of "The big illusion" - the excellent series about mirrors that's been on every afternoon this week.
[15.45-16.00 Friday's edition examined the use of mirrors for examining the "soul" -LB]
Well today we'll be reflecting on one aspect of mirrors which the series hasn't yet touched on - but which which has just won investigators in the area this year's Nobel Prize for chemistry - why molecules which are mirror images of each other behave very differently.
[See www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/symmetry.html and www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/world25.rtf and l-hand1.html and tredreal.html]

We're about to enter the looking glass world of chirality,which has an increasing role in everything from drug design to finding life on other planets. Rather than attempt to define chirality myself,here's what the great Lord Kelvin said when coining the term in 1894.

" I call any geometrical figure or group of points 'chiral' and say that it has 'chirality' if it's image in a plane mirror,ideally realised cannot be brought to coincide with itself."

Now this becomes significant as a phenomena when you get down to the molecular level and discover that you can have chiral molecules - which have exactly the same chemical composition and the same geometrical shape but that are mirror images of each other,and just as in "Dead Ringers" - the David Cronenberg film [Of "The Fly" Fame amongst others -LB],not the radio4 comedy - these molecular identical twins can exhibit dramatically different properties.And recently a lot of research has gone into what we can learn from and how we can capitalise on chemistry where the left hand doesn't do what the right hand is doing.culminating earlier this month in this year's Nobel Prize for Chemistry going William Knowles,K Barry Sharpless and Kaogi Naori for their work on chirality.
I'm joined now by two of the UK's leading authorities on the subject,George Trantor, Professor of Biological Chemistry at the Biomedical Sciences division of Imperial College in London,and Lawrence Baron ,Gardener Professor of Chemistry at Glasgow University.
Lawrence Baron,okay so it wins Nobel Prizes,but why does chirality matter to anyone beyond molecular chemists.

[Two main reasons Quent - One is that it alters smells of foodstuffs  and the other is that if you have the wrong molecule mirror image in your medicines you can get awful side effects - see the geocities page -LB]

Lawrence Baron : Well chirality matters because it has a profound effect on chemistry - just as a right hand finds it difficult to - shake a left hand or a right handed nut won't thread onto a left handed bolt,so the right handed version say of a chiral molecule would interact very differently with the right and left handed forms of another chiral molecule.

[Take note that DNA is a chiral molecule - LB]

And this introduces an extra richness and subtlety into the chemistry of chiral molecules, which living systems exploit,because the central molecules of life,namely amino acids - which are the building blocks of proteins and sugars which make up the backbone of DNA are chiral. But George will probably tell us more about this.

Quentin Cooper : George,will you?

George Trantor : Perhaps,yes! [Quent laughs] Indeed,terrestrial life is based on a single hand of molecules,we tend to have just left handed amino acids right handed sugars.

[Anyone figured out why yet?? Hehehe - Only smart cookies know that! -LB]

And that means that when anything biochemical interacts with another molecule,it can tell the difference between left or right handed molecules.

Quentin Cooper :  And would be more likely to relate to it in a successful way?

George Trantor : Yes,that's why drugs -if you have a chiral drug,it's very important to know about the handedness of that drug. One hand will be potentially active,the other hand may do something different.

Quentin Cooper :  And there's a particular example of this with Thalidomide isn't there? [See www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/thalid.html]

George Trantor :  Indeed,the left hand of Thalidomide which was a drug prescribed as a sedative in the 60s,gives rise to teritogenic effects [Effects rather like those David Cronenberg used in "The Fly"! -LB] - birth defects. Now the right handed version of that drug was fine,it would appear. However now we know that it would be no use just prescribing the right handed drug even if you could,because the body naturally converts the right hand to the left hand,so even if just prescribed the hand that doesn't give the teritogenic effects,it would in the body because it gets converted.

Quentin Cooper : Right now we've thrown up all sorts of things here [If you see the Fly you'd throw up your lunch -LB] and before people start throwing up their left and their right hands in horror,we've got a lot of different things about chirality all flowing here.
I mean for starters,what I infer from this Lawrence is that therefore if there is this thing about a handedness bias in the universe,that must mean that we don't get these molecules in even numbers? There's isn't a left handed molecule for every right handed molecule?
Sometimes you get a predominance of one kind or another,is that right?

Lawrence Baron : In the living world you have what's called pure homochirality - the chiral molecules of a particular species like amino acids are always the so-called L-inantiomer,and sugars are..that are in nucleic acids are always the D-inantiomer. But if  you were to synthesise a chiral molecule in the laboratory - starting out from non -chiral starting materials - you'll always finish up with what's called a recemic mixture - that's an equal number of right and left.

[If one brings to bear the notion of an attractor for the system if only one hand is needed - nature flips a coin on a quantum/fractal edge - and ends up with on or the other - its by pure chance that its one or the other - not chosen -LB]

And that's a very important and difficult problem,as to how to actually separate the left and right components of a recemic mixture.

Quentin Cooper :  Right to make this clear - if you make it yourself you get this recemic mixture- evenly left and right...

Lawrence Baron :  Yes,yes.

Quentin Cooper : ...but in nature - and certainly in terms of these amino acids and these sugars,you have biases in favour of one hand or the other?

Lawrence Baron :  Yes.

Quentin Cooper :  Now why on earth should this be?

George Trantor : It's rather like engineering,it's an efficient process. In engineering generally you have right handed threads on nuts and bolts. Engineers don't stock left handed threads,  because that would be double stocking.
You only use left handed threads in special circumstances,for example keeping wheels on axles. But generally right handed threads. That way engineers only need to keep one stock of bolts -one stock of nuts,and mechanical engineering becomes much more efficient.

[Note that the handedness selection in nature is not an indication of an engineer - natural processes AUTOmatically select in this way. It is notions such as chirality in nature that lead those who don't understand natural selection process to presume a "selectOR" is present doing the choosing. This is naive misunderstanding of very complex processes -LB]

Quentin Cooper :  But this is fine when you've got the concept of engineers and established work practices and agreements across the world.
I mean the universe is a more chaotic place than this. How come the universe has agreed to have one thread if you like?
 [Exactly it is the order out of chaos that is misunderstood by those who see design and order and look for the designer - the "designer" is natural processes that auto select for these aspects - LB]

George Trantor : Well let's keep it to the Earth at the moment - the terrestrial biochemistry is simply more efficient if it bases itself on a single hand. The reactions that have to go on work better - -the polymerisation of amino acids to get proteins works better if you have a single hand. Now why it should be across the universe? Well again it's efficiency but of course somewhere else may choose to use the other choice of handedness that we have on Earth - so whereas we've got the left handed amino acids,perhaps another planet somewhere else would have life based on right handed amino acids.

[I doubt it - because as Asimov explains - the electron itself is left handed and thus biases the choice of chiral molecules to the left - possibly if left has been chosen for amino acids here - there's good odds it is the same everywhere - but this is an expert on chirality speaking - so one presumes he knows what he's talking about -LB]

Quentin Cooper :  We've already referred to this idea of the fact of what had happened with Thalidomide....

Lawrence Baron :  Yes.

Quentin Cooper : ..and perhaps if we'd known more about chirality then that would have affected our ability to design drugs,and I'm presuming that since then we've made very sure that we understand what's going on in drug design for instance?

George Trantor :  Chirality is a crucially important feature of drug design. There are many drugs that are chiral and you have to make sure that you choose the right - the correct hand - to get the desired effects that you want and to avoid toxicity perhaps or metabolism or excretion before you lose the drug,before it's had its desired effect. Of course there are drugs that you can actually exploit chirality wonderfully,like Ibuprofen the common painkiller,is a chiral drug,that comes in a left and a right handed form.
The left handed form, I believe,is the one that is most active,a thousand fold more active as a painkiller than the right handed version. However it turns out that the body is very clever and it preferentially converts the right handed version into the left handed version. That way the body can take what is a potentially an inactive drug and convert it into one that is active.

Quentin Cooper :  So this is the opposite of what you described with Thalidomide...

George Trantor :  Yeah.

Quentin Cooper :... where even if you give people it into the right form it converts it into the wrong form,here, you give it to them in any form and it converts it to the one that's most effective.

George Trantor :  Exactly - which is wonderful. Now that is a special case,and in many  cases the body won't inter convert drugs between one hand and the other,or the other hand may have some damaging effect,or have no effect at all.It varies from drug to drug and depending on what it's doing.

Quentin Cooper : Then it needs to be thoroughly investigated?

George Trantor :  You have to thoroughly investigate it yes.

Quentin Cooper :  Lawrence,how do you go about detecting chirality - how do you look for it?

Lawrence Baron :  The classic method of detecting chirality is to use optical rotation - something discovered at the beginning of the 19th century. If you pass a plane polarised light beam through a solution of chiral molecules like sugar for example,which contain just the D-inantiomer,then the plane of polarisation will be rotated clockwise when the light beam emerges and if you use the mirror image L-inantiomer,the light will be rotated anticlockwise.
Now these days people use a form of spectroscopy called circular dicroism which measures a difference in absorption of right and left circularly polarised light.
You can think of circularly polarised light as being chiral,since the vibrations form a left or right handed spiral pattern,so the right and left handed circularly polarised light, beams will interact a little bit differently with a given chiral molecule.

Quentin Cooper :  Now that we understand a bit more about chiral properties are we beginning to notice other examples where two different halves of these pairs have very different properties,perhaps both positive properties sometimes?

George Trantor :  Er well for drugs,there are some drugs where both hands are equally good,but on the whole that's not the case. 

Quentin Cooper :  I don't know,but do you ever get one where I don't know,you know,the same molecule will cause a different smell if it's on or the other or a different visual..?

George Trantor :  Oh there are many cases of that,limonine is a classic example,that's a compound that can be extracted from citrus fruits.

[I know this one - it's the difference between the smell of lemons and oranges - LB Ref: Video BB10: RI Lecture-Man in the Mirror]

And the left handed form of limonine smells of lemons,and the right handed form smells of oranges.

Quentin Cooper :  Right. So the left handed forms appropriately named and the right handed form isn't,it should be "orangine" instead,right.

George Trantor : Yes,but another example is pinine which comes from pine trees and one hand comes from American pine trees and the opposite hand comes from European pine trees.

Quentin Cooper :  Lawrence there's a sort of certain Alice through the looking glass quality to all this isn't there,we sort of reverse our logic sometimes in order to make progress here?

Lawrence Baron :  Yes indeed,you mentioned Alice through the looking glass,and of course there's this very famous statement - this question that Alice asks which people interested in chirality are always fond of quoting - she asks whether looking glass milk is good to drink, which is a very profound question for the time - that was the late 19th century.
Well the answer of course is no - because looking glass milk would be made up of D amino acids which our bodies couldn't digest. So it would just pass straight through us.

Quentin Cooper :  I'm not sure...you're sure that Lewis Carrol was alluding to chirality in that statement?

Lawrence Baron :  He probably was,because in fact - I can't remember the precise details of hand - but he had a friend at his Oxford College who was a chemist,and who was up to date with the new discoveries being made in France by people like Louis Pasteur,who had actually discovered the right and left handed forms of a chiral molecule - tartaric acid - it so happened. It was round about 1848,which led to - well a huge explosion [Well known in chemistry labs -LB] - that was almost the birth of modern chemistry,that was the start of stereo chemistry, because having realised that molecules could be chiral,people had to start thinking about them in three dimensions.

Quentin Cooper :   George if we have been thinking about chiral molecules for 150 years now, I mean where are we going with this,what's the current hot area of chirality?

George Trantor : Well I think for me one of the interesting areas is for looking for life in space. Other planets in other solar systems perhaps. Because chirality seems to be a signature of life,it's seems to be essential for terrestrial biochemistry,it probably will be for any other type of biochemistry elsewhere,because biochemistry requires the complexity and efficiency that chirality gives you.

Quentin Cooper :   In other words we can't necessarily say what handedness it would be....

George Trantor :  Nope.

Quentin Cooper :   ...but it's hard to imagine it not being..

George Trantor :  Exactly.

Quentin Cooper :   ...you can't imagine an ambidextrous universe?

George Trantor :  Exactly.And so by searching for chirality - homochirality on other planets, we could spot whether there's been life present in the past or still there. So it's a good signature of life,without having to assume exactly what sort of biochemistry it is.

Quentin Cooper :   But how reliable is that? I mean does no chirality equal no life and does chirality equal life? Or can you have chirality of an inorganic kind?

George Trantor :   You certainly can have chirality of an inorganic kind,but you wouldn't necessarily have homochirality.

Quentin Cooper :   Right.

George Trantor :    It's this selecting out of a single hand which life does,and which inorganic chemistry and ordinary chemistry doesn't do.

[Its is within that- that a life system has "selective processes" that appear intelligent - and designed - when in fact they are not - and "hone in" on one thing rather than another - the "attractor" notion helps to understand how that happens -LB]

Quentin Cooper :   And since NASA are the ones who are likely to be doing the seeking,how seriously are they taking this?

George Trantor :    They seem to be taking it very seriously. There's a huge programme in Astrobiology,looking for life on other planets and other solar systems,they are discovering new planets around other suns at a rapid rate now,I believe the current rate is something like 10-12 planets a year,or other solar systems,and there are plans afoot to study spectroscopically the environments of those planets and look and see if they have tell tale signs of life on them.

Quentin Cooper :  Professors George Trantor and Lawrence Baron or Lawrence Baron and George Trantor ,just to avoid any left right bias,may thanks.
Next week turning around the fortunes of Britains canals,in a months time the Falkirk Wheel, the world's first rotating boat lift is due to start operating. A fabulous piece of engineering and a key component of the UK's largest ever canal restoration.
But how realistic is it for our inland waterways to have a future in transporting goods, not just transporting those seeking a good time?

